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CSU trustees boost parking fees
By Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer
SJSU students and employees
will pay $81 a semester to park on
campus next fall.
The increase, almost three
times as high as the current $33.75
fee for SJSU, is the result of the California State University Board of
Trustees adopting a differential fee
hike at its monthly meeting yesterday in Long Beach.
Under this new fee plan, students and faculty at all 19 CSU
schools will pay rates that will vary
from $54 to $81 based on the ratio of
garage spaces to total parking spaces
on the campuses.
The other proposal, which was
not approved. called for a systemwide increase, in which students and
employees at all 19 CSU campuses
would have their fees increased to
$63 a semester.
Because SJSU and San Fran-

cisco State University have the most
garage spaces in the system. their
rates will be the highest at $81.
Students and faculty at San
Diego State University. California
State University at Los Angeles and
California State University at Chico
will pay $72 a semester.
Those at California State University at Northridge will pay $63 a
semester.
Students and faculty at the remaining 13 schools will pay $54 a
semester.
Neither University President
Gail Fullerton nor Executive Vice
President J. Handel Evans could be
reached for comment, but A.S. President Mike McLennan was angry
with the trustees decision.
"Because SJSU is an urban
campus, we’re being penalized,"
McLennan said. "SJSU has limited
land availability. Parking structures,
which SJSU has alot of. cost more

’It seems that we’re paying a heavy
premium for parking and receiving
minimum benefits.’
Paricing
than (surface) parking lots."
The trustees also rejected a proposal by the California State Student
Association. which would have put a
one year moritorium on parking construction. and which advocated further study of other forms of transportation.
In an attempt to get trustees to
adopt the CSSA’s position, about 35
students from the California State
University at Long Beach momentarily blockaded the Chancellor’s of-

Henry Orbach,
Operations Manager

fice Tuesday.
The new plan. which rept esents
the largest increase in the 7’8 -y ear old CSU Parking System. is based
on the assumption that a permit parking plan is in place at all the CSU
schools.
Presently only SJSC students
who live in the dorms, take evening
classes or classes at the airport. and
faculty can purchase semester permits for $33.75.
At a news conference last

week. Fullerton said that a permit
parking plan is untie’ ,onsideration
pftritrnSeldSU but has not yet been ap
Henry Orbach. manager of Traffic and Parking ()perations. said
that he is UllSlire ilbOM 110\% fees V.111
be collected. However. he did say
that the quarter 11lae.1.11es meilled
I
all garages would have to he replaced.
Under the neyv plan. it %you’d
cost students $’ to park in the ga
rages, (trbach said He supgested
that one option yv opid he t,,
machines that aecept dollai bills
andtor permits
"We %ill have to dev clop a
plan to handle the situation with
minimum discomfort to students,"
Orbach said. "I don’t want to charge
students $2 a day. It seems like a lot
of money’ for those who only come
(to SJSU) a few. days a week." he
said.

"I’m disappointed (about the
differential parking plant. It seems
that we’re paying a heav y premium
tor parking and receiv ing
benefits... Orbach said
The (SI. Iry
cal v.api
lay plan, Whidi %%as di,m up earlier
this year. calls tin 10 iiekk structures
to he built in the C$I. sy stem by
190 S.ISC is not schedule:tail:tut;
ceiv e any additional on amino,
parking
Hevyevei. Stsl \vitt ie,eive
$1.8 million toi slot, ’mai and liplit
ing repaits in the Seventh Stieet (ia
rage. av col ding to the plan.
"Pay ing more money for parking wouldnt he so bud if there were
enough parking spots." Mel ennan
said.. The (trustees) should prioritize
the colleges according to each
schools needs. I feel SJSI. has a
great need for new parking structitres

Local firms
tell students
about future
opportunities
By Russ Haggerty
Daily staff writer

More than 1(X) employers informed SJSU students
about businesss opportunities yesterday at the 15th Annual Career Exploration Day in the Student Union Ballroom.
The two-day event, sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Center, continues today from I()
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Worlcers at the doors estimated that approximately
100 students an hour were entering to see what employers had to offer.
A number of major firms were represented at the
event, as well as some companies not usually associated with college recruiting efforts.
United Parcel Service representatives Andy Garcia and Eduardo Nuno were looking mostly for parttime truck drivers.
"We start almost everyone off driving for us. to
Frito-Lay Inc. in San
get them better acquainted with the company." Garcia Dave Lawmaster, from
DitTerent firms are looking for substantially differsaid.
"Most of the advancement we have is from within ent numbers of potential recruits. The Internal Revenue
the company. We don’t often hire the upper-level per- Service has positions for up to 200 agents per year. and
there are places for collection and examination workers
sonnel from the outside," Nano said.
Lisa Mundy, a recent employee of Frito-Lay Inc., too. "Those are the folks who have contact with the
gave up her day off to come to the event. "They asked public." said Elizabeth Laverty, an F.xam Recruit
me to come (to SJSU) to talk to the students. It sounded Coordinator Revenue Agent for the IRS.
"We are very concerned with integrity: we do
likc fun, and I like what I’m doing so. . ." shc said.
Students were asking Mundy a variety of ques- background investigations. and audit their returns from
the last two years," she said.
tions, but the most common concerned money.
"Everyone so far has wanted to know what the
Anne Haas. an accounting senior, likes Career
Day.
pay is like," Mundy said.

Fraternity
celebrates 10th
anmversary

Ken Johnston

"I’ve been to two or three ot these. and they are
good for people to get contact with the companies,"
she said, "I’ve really narrowed down the choices for
myself (by) coming to these...
In contrast to the large number of positions offered
by the IRS. McDonald’s Accounting Center. an accounting service for McDonald’s. Inc.. is offering only
three local positions this year. said David Ponzini. a
McDonald ’s employee who graduated from SJSU in
1985.
One of the prerequisites to pet a job with us is a

to relocate. (Students) can expect to move
V. II
trom tv.. 0 to seven times in their career." Ponzim said.
One incentiv e for Ponzini to participate in (’areer
1)ay is the $3tio bonus he receives for recruiting em ployees
James Donaghy. a junior majoring in computer
science. yy as looking more for summer internships with
the LION:lent fonts.
I :int to tind something for the slillinlers. and I
mielit find one I could go for permanently." he said.
like this. i the ey eta I’m getting some pond ideas.

KSJS gets left out in the cold;
board wants bigger sponsors

By Kathy Dwyer

By Charlotte Banta

Nal& "But hi

Daily statf writer

Daily staff writer

sof is Me %%.1>

Tau Delta Phi, SJSU’s oldest
fraternity, is celebrating its 10th year
as a co-ed organization.
The honor society fraternity
was founded in 1916 and was strictly
an organization for males. It is now.
however, open to all SJSU students
with a minimum cumulative grade
point average of 3.2 and who have
completed at least 30 semester units.
Tower Hall, the oldest building
on campus and symbol of the oldest
school in the California State University system. used to be the meeting place for the fraternity. The organization had possession of the top
three floors from 1927-1963.
The fraternity has a biannual
tradition of hanging a red "plank of
courage" and "seat of wisdom"
from Tower Hall’s balcony, said
Brian Kromrey, master of the organization’s history.
’This signals the start of the
pledge period and acceptance of new
members for the I43 -member pledge
class," Kromrey said.
The plank is being displayed
from Tower Hall
"It was here (the Tower) that
the fraternity gathered and embraced
the Tower ideals of scholarship and
honor, and blindfolded pledges
walked the infamous ’plank of courage’ to the ’seat of wisdom to gain
membership," Kromey said.
Tower Hall was closed in 1963
for repairs and the upper floors of the
tower were subsequently lost to the
fraternity.
"Tau Delta Phi has survived,

Management of KSJS. the cant pus radio station. expressed disapproval over a recent Associated Students Program Board promotional
agreement between Los Gatos radio
station KATI) and Santa Cruz radio
station KLRS.
KSJS General Manager Dave
Yohn stated in a letter to Program
Board Adviser Ted Gehrke that the
program board is turning its back on
the campus by not allowing KSJS to
co-sponsor university. events with
local radio stations.
"Obviously it’s good to work
with commercial stations. Yohn

in the past...
Yohn said that since the university station does not accept Ahern.,
ing it is not in direct competition
with commercial stations and they
shouldn’t mind co -sponsoring events
with them.
Gehrke disagreed %VIM YOIM.
"If KATI) is ponig to spend
$3(XX) sponsoring a univeisity event.
station
they. don’t want anothei
also.’
supporting the acti v ay
(iehrke said.
" \lost radio stations prefer that
they’ be the s0le radio sponsoring an
event." said 0.111 Tam.? stield, the

See FRATERNITY, page 8

Daily staff photographer

Leandro, talks to Gayle Ryan, an SJSU graduate, about future job prospects
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Activists plan march
to aid homeless people
By Dave I.anson
Daily staff writer

Brad Shirallawa

Daily staff photographer

The "plank of wisdom" signals Tau Delta Phi’s rush period

Community achy Isis are plan
ning a walk from San Jose to the Capitol in Sacramento to bring attention to the plight of the homeless.
"Were doing this for the lov
of people and not for the hate ol any
enemy,’ said Jesse Dominguez.
spokesman for the Community.
Mos, which helps individuals viith
family and city’ service problems
Dominguez said the group has
about seven members working full
time on the walk. They are trying to
get the necessary permits from the
cities along the route and frimi the
California Highway Patrol.

Approximately 20 indiv iduals
signed up for the walk, which will
take about live days to complete
Itomingtiez said local congressmen
Norman Mineta (I)-San Jose) and
Don Edwards (I)-San Jose) have
pledged their support.
"The way we’re dealing with
this issue is that housing is even a
greatei priority. than employment.
hen you have entite
especially
families liv ing in one room." hi.
said " A loi ol people get angry at
the homeless and say.. Whs don’t
they. itist get lobs
when in fact
many do have lobs and are still
homeless
Sec MARCH, page 8

ograni hoard

inas kciing director.

"The board vy
KSJS
when it benefits them (the program
btiard).’’ he said.
In
opinion, it (KSJS) is
not a competitor. so it’s not a pro),
lem for me." said Joe Daniel.
KATI) promotions director and dist.
tov.key "Having serVed my time ..11
KSJS I’ve learned that they need as
much help from the program boaid
as they can get...
Gehrke understands the um
I like
sity’s need to vy (irk together
KSJS. hut this (Prolamin boaid ha
&inn
i
gotten more )))))) ley
See Iv’S/V.

Homecoming
celebration
set for October
By Edwin Garcia
Daily

staff writer

Since March, the AssoStudents Homecoming
Committee has been organizing
what they promise to be a ’noticeahle" week-long event this
year. scheduled for Oct. 5
ciated

thrOUgh
"I think that will he the
one hig noticeable difference
that there will be
so;nething going on that
week," said Kevin Reading,
chairman of Homecoming ’87.

See PARTY. page 8
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Constitution’s spirit endures
Today marks the 200th anniversary of the
signing of the U.S. Constitution. and amazingly. the spirit of this document still .endures.
It’s unlikely that many of the 55 men who
participated in the 1787 constitutional convention
imagined that their work would last as long as it
has.
Especially’ since the Founding Fathers had
vast differences of opinion regarding man> of the
whether to have a
"hot" issues of the day.
one- or two-house system of government. Ism to
’structure the document (either loosely or rigidly
’so as to allow flexible interpretations of whatever
situation might arise in the future). equal representation, taxes and slavery.
But in the spirit of compromise. these men
hammered out their differences in the hot, inuggy
conditions of Philadelphia. In secrecy. they met
in a closed chamber. often debating. arguing and
rewriting what was to emerge as the Constitution.
Despite the differences in opinion, these
men shared numerous characteristics: They were
subversive, even though many were rich or at
least well-to-do. They were well-educated, mato
owned land and many had fought in the Arno’ can Revolution.

The result was a document that is fairly boring to read. except for the highly rhetorical preamble. But we do have the Bill of Rights, which
secures such rights as freedom of speech, freedom from religious persecution and other guarantees never before bestowed upon the average
person.
But that’s not to imply that the document is
above reproach. because there are many who believe this document is flawed. Minortties think
the Framers of the Constitution were hypocrites
because while they extolled the virtues of freedom and democracy, many owned slaves and
were oppressing the rights of Native Americans.
And then some parts of the Constitution are
ambiguous. For instance, there is no specific
mention of a right of privacy. But this right is an
implication of the "life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" clause found in the Declaration of Independence. Other areas ()pen to debate include
the concept of judicial review and the powers of
the president in dealing with national security issues.
Regardless of one’s interpretation. it’s important to think about the liberties and prosperity
that we enjoy under our Constitution. the world’s
oldest sun o
document of freedom.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor. However. personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published.
I.etters MUM bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second lloor of Dwight Bente! Hall or to the Student
Union Information de s

Female athletes’ performance restricted by cultural bias
The answer to the my siciy ot why women perlorm
on the uneven bars and put the shot. but do not pole vault
or throw the hammer. hes less in biology than in the history of cultural institutions
Female participation in sports has been restricted by
,soclid.iig,slitutions. I hg_
unsupporting standartk, ,et
lieve that sports-oriented ,:kiM-1114.Wolikn do not de!’"
velop are a function of cultural codes of conduct.
Frtnn the time they are young girls, women are told
that they are just not capable of the physical prowess e
hibited by men. Until relatively recently . this phy al
prowess has been considered the sole domain ot the
male, thus participation in sports by women has been
governed by the times.
Differential treatment by. parents from the moment
of birth has been shown to establish different play patterns for boys anti girls before their first birthday.. This
seems to be where the cultural boundaries that restrict female participation in sports are established.
In a study published in the 1982 book, "Equality In
Sport For Women. Patricia Geadelman revealed that
young children already have definite attitudes about the
appropriateness of activities tor IN s arid girls and about
s and girls.
the relative performance level ot
Geadelman interviewed 322 children in grades kindergarten through sixth. and found stereotyping across
all grade levels. The majority inter% iewed associated a
ftxnball, golf clubs and a basketball v. ith a boy. and roller skates and a jump rope v. ith a girl. They felt that

_Holly
Olsen

boy would excel in tennis. swimming. throw mg. running
and jumping. and picked the girl to excel only in doing a
cartwheel. Maddening. frustrating!
The comments hy. parents. teacher,. and coaches
that reflect an opinion or \ alue judgement of one se \
over the other can have a profound effect on the student’s
attitudes. It benefits those in leadership positions to exercise caution against using such prejudiced or biased
statements.
To the contrary.. parents. teachers and coaches
should find opportunities to offer alternatives and options to students regardless ot their sex and make things
available in a manner that denotes acceptability’.
In addition. common procedures in physical education classes that reinforce traditional sex -role stereotyping are e idenced in prattiLes such as ha% int: separate
lines and teams for boys and girls. and using sexist ter-

mitiology ,
man-to-man detense as opposed to
player-to-player. It’s something to think about anyway .
Women need to gain the self-confidence needed io
throw out old concepts and develop themselves to v. hat
ever extent their genetic endowment will allow. The la
bels of "unfeminine.’ and. "hutch’. flung at strong.
immpetitive women have been sufficient to turn Many
away from serious training rind have resulted ill a great
loss to athletics.
What seems to he a current trend. at least in some of
the sports subcultures. is that the differences hei v. col the
body images and sonic of the gender characteristics
androgyny’ -- is an attractive ideal to many people. It is
an attempt to combine the physical virtues of each gender. not for women to be "masculinized" or men to be
"feminized." but for both to be humanized.
Attitudes among both men and WlIMCI1 have certainly changed. anti with changing attitudes have come
iniproving performances. The questions that must ultimately be asked are: Where will the trends end ’ Can we
really see any. limits to women’s performances’ Do we
expect to see women taking up the hamnier throw . stee
plechase or other "missing’. events in the future? Will
wonien ever catch up with the men
As Billie kan King once said. "We’ve come a long
way. baby." But I say not far enough!

Letters to the Editor
Policy will mean no more Sex Pistols

11011EMflini

Falitor.
KSJS implements anti -obscenity poll, y !Man. I can
see it now: No more Dead Kennedys. No more New
Model Army. No more Velvet Underground or the Ramines. No more Cure or Sex Pistols. And Ill) more Fleas tie Boys.
A band here and a band there: but who cares. man.
it’s only freedom of speech. Anyway, we get enough of
that from the Spartan Daily.
And .after purging the play -lists. they’ll have room
to play sonie real kick -ass music. man. Yeah i)J. play
me sonic Bon Jovi or Prince. 000h, play my lave
Motley Crue. Man, I can hear them now. "Girls, girls.
girk . . ." Wow! That’s what I call alternative music!
College radio. yeah dude! Hey, then they’ll really
give KOME and KWSS a run for the money. Yeah nian.
and the station can change their call letters too.
I see it now . . . KRAP.
M,arren Oster
Junior
English

Animals treated fairly
Editor,
I would like to respond to a letter printed in the
Spartan Daily on Friday, Sept. 12.
As a student teacher in the Biology Department. I
have come to rely on the availability of live animals pro
vided by the Science Education Resource Center located
in the basement of Duncan Hall. The viewing windov.
allows for study of the animals in an environment condu
cive to their well-being. The animal cages are cleaned
daily and the animals are fed by Jim Willis under the di
rect supervision of Phyllis Swanson, director of the Sci
ence Education Resource Center.
More important is the fact that these animals spend
little time confined to their cages The majority of their
time is spent in the classnxims ot student teachers enabling young students to experience a live specimen instead of a textbook illustration. This service is not provided by any other organization in this area free of
charge.
The Science Education Resource is a resource that
is much appreciated by the student teachers of San Jose
State llniversity anti the community.

Z//,‘
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Sister Elizaheth-Marie
Senior
Natural Science

f

Editors’ Roundtable

Tom
Dunlap

Raise the minimum wage
minimum wage for workei s should be inThe
creased from $3.35 to $4 an hour nationwide.
An increase has been ignored too long for the
nearly 5 million workers across the nation who hold
minimum -wage jobs.
The time has conic to disregard America’s
whining. greedy business executives who complain
about the "ripple effects" of raising the wage.
It’s time to tell the well-intentioned but foolish
politicians who actuallY.want,toslower the wageahat
their logic is faulty .
.
. Rumblings of raising the wagehave been
spreading since before January. and it s no wonder
people started to coniplain. The rate hasn’t gone up
once during the Reagan 80s.
Not since World War II has it gone unchanged
for so long.
Opponents of the wage increase warn that it
will raise unemployment. Higher labor costs will
lead to higher prices and less services to customers.
they say.
An economist quoted in Time magazine
summed up this view: "Companies will reduce
payrolls and get rid of marginal workers. This will
keep the poor and unskilled front being employed...
President Reagan and others have taken this
thinking one step further. "If we lower the wage to.
oh. what we used to pay in the ’50s.’’ they advocate. "employers will hire all those unemployed
minorities who can’t find work at $3.35 an hour.’
This is not a realistic way to deal with the unemployment problem. Keeping the wage at
its current level isn’t working either. An important part of an unemployment solution is actually an increase in the wage.
An increase would address one of the more
pmfound problems of the poverty problem, sometimes called the **chump-change" dilemma: poor
people who are able to work. hut would rather stay
on welfare or hustle in the street than try to survive
on $3.35 an hour. Raising the minimum wage to at
least $4 an hour would encourage a substantial, although unpredictable, number of unemployed to
seek work and get off the welfare rolls.
Reagan overestimates the perseverance and
patience of unemployed workers, especially innercity blacks. when he suggests lowering the wage.
By the time a minimum -wage worker pays
transportation costs to and from work, laundry expenses and bills. not Much is left of the $3.35 pie.
In other words, a cherished American symbol
of independence - a full-tinie job - practically
means living in poverty. A full-time job at the current wage equals a max ivnum of $6,968 a year. The
poverty line Mr a single person is $5,469. No wonder so many choose welfare or hustling on street
corners!
With this already bleak picture, why do Reagan and others even consider lowering the wage?
Granted. raising the wage might mean increasing costs in other areas. Employees who
make more than their minimum -wage subordinates will want a similar raise. Product costs
might go up too.
But neither of these concerns justify keeping
the wage at $3.35. leaving so many tottering on the
brink of poverty. More importantly. workers might
become niore efficent and productive at $4 an hour.
Employers should realize that raising the price
of a product or service by a few cents to pay their
employees a fair wage is worth it.
An increase in the wage represents only a
small part of the solution. however. The public
school system must continue to be revitalized nationwide. Aggressive job -training and retraining
programs should be implemented acrov, the country.
But meanwhile. legislation for increasing the
minimum wage must he supported in Sacramento
and Washington.
Tom Dunlap is the assistant editor of the Forum
page. Ile makes $.3.35 an hour waiting tables,
hut substantial tips, derived from his charisma,
keep him barely out of poverty.
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Missile treaty
still possible
MOSCOW (AP)
Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev said Thursday a treaty eliminating medium -range nuclear missiles could still be worked out
this year by the superpowers, and an accord to cut
strategic weapons was possible early next year.
Gorbachev made the upbeat statement in a major
article being published in the Soviet press Thursday in
conjunction with the opening of the 42nd session of
the United Nations.
It was billed as a major Soviet statement on a
system of worldwide security and was released by the
official news agency Tass in Moscow shortly after
midnight Wednesday as U.S. Secretary of State
George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister FAJuard
A. Shevardnadze met in Washington to work out the
details of an arms treaty.
Gorbachev said a treaty eliminating U.S. and
Soviet medium- and shorter -range nuclear missiles is
’ ’possible and realistic."
"The Soviet Union is proceeding from the preniise that a relevant treaty could be worked out before
the end of the current year," he said.
Floth sides have said that signing of an agreement to scrap the missiles with a range of between
300 and 3,000 miles would be an occasion for Gorbachev to visit Washington for his third summit meeting
with President Reagan.
Gorbachev tcrmed as "conducive ... to a certain
extent" West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl’s announcement last month that his country would not
seek to modernize its 72 Pershing I A missiles
equipped with U.S. nuclear warheads.
Elimination of those weapons is one of the sticking points in wrapping up an agreement. Verification
issues also remain.
’The United States has accused the Soviet Union
of raising the issue of the West German missiles as a
last-minute barrier to an agreement, and have sought
to keep the warheads stockpiled at home rather than
destroy them.
The Soviet Union insists that all such warheads
be detroyed by both sides to reach the so-called "double-zero" first proposed by Reagan in 1981.
"The treaty on medium- and shorter-range missiles would be a fine prelude to a breakthrough at the
talks on large-wale 50 percent reductions in
strategic offensive arms in conditions of the strict observance" of the 1972 Anti -Ballistic Missile treaty.
he said.
"I believe that, given a mutual striving, an,
accord on that matter could become a reality as early
as in the first half of the next year," Gorbachev said.

The Soviet Union says Reagan administration
plans to develop its space-bawd anti -missile system,
popularly called "Star Wars," is a violation of the
ABM treaty.
The Soviets say there can he no agreement on
limiting strategic, or long-range, missiles unless the
two sides reach an understanding on the space -based
system.
In his article, Gorbachev tied it to human rights
issues. "We hold it is unacceptable to talk about
human rights and liberties while intending to hang in
outer space overhead the ’chandeliers’ of exotic
weapons,’ ’ he said.

Scientists under review
LA JOLLA (AP) A federal agency is reviewing the handling of $1.72 million in grants to four
prominent University of California San Diego scientists because of allegations the funds were misused,
campus officials said Wednesday.
Leslie Franz, a spokeswoman for the UCSD
Medical School. said campus officials were cooperating with the National Institutes of Health, which is
conducting the review.
"I’d like to stress that this is a preliminary review in response to allegations," Franz said. "It’s
part of a system of checks and balances that’s in place
to monitor contracts and grants. and were cooperating
with them to determine if the allegations have any
merit .
Auditors from the NIH are reportedly scrutinizing records for possible conflict of interest in the four
scientists’ relationships to two area biotechnology
companies, UCSD auditor Miles L. Bowler said.
University officials learned of the probe Monday. Bowler said. He said the investigation began
after the federal agency received three separate allegations regarding possible misuse of NIFI funds.
He said the probe involves physicians Ivor
Royston, founder of two local biotechnology firms
and current part owner of Wee Inc.; Mark R. Green,
director of UCSD Cancer Center; John F. Hansbrough. director of the county’s burn center at UCSD
Medical Center in Hillcrest; and Steven T. Boyce,
founder of Clonetics Corp.
Royston and Hansbrough denied any impropriety Tuesday. Boyce was unavailable for comment
Wednesday, Franz said.
Green released a statement Wednesday.
"I have recently become aware that allegations
have apparently been made to the NIH concerning
misue of federal grant funds under my control,"
Green said. "I am unaware of any improprities relating to my grants. I plan to cooperate fully with the review now under way."

Constitution should provide
meaning to life, attorney says
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
president-elect of the American Bar
Association issued a scathing attack
Wednesday on the view that the
Constitution must be interpreted
according to its "original intent," a
theory whose advocates include Supreme Court nominee Robert Flork.
At a constitutional bicentennial
celebration and citizenship ceremony for 385 immigrants, Robert
Raven said the drafters of the Constitution intended "that we interpret it
in a way that has meaning for our
lives."
He said branding of criminals
was a practice accepted by those
who wrote the Eighth Amendment
forbidding "cruel and unusual punishment," and segregation of the
races was not challenged by the
drafters of the 14th Amendment language on equal protection of the
laws.

American bishops ask for change
’Old solutions’
not good, clergy says
LOS ANGELES (AP) In a
blunt exchange, American bishops
told Pope John Paul 11 on Wednesday that "an uncritical application"
of old solutions is no longer good
enough for U.S. Catholics. But the
pope called dissent from church law
"a grave error" and incompatible
with being a good Catholic.
There was no compromise in
the pope’s reply to the leadership of
the American church, as he affirmed
the church’s stand against women
priests,
contraception.
divorce.
abortion and homosexual acts.
"Dissent from church thx:trine
remains what it is, dissent," the
pope said in remarks to 320 of the
nation’s 400 bishops. "As such it
may not be proposed or received on
an equal footing with the church’s
authentic teaching."

Spartaguide
The Physics Department will
hold a seminar today at 4 p.m. in
Science Building R(SOM 258. Tinh
H. Nguyen will be speaking on"Molecular Structures and Liquid Crystal
Phases." Call Dr. Carel Boekema at
277-9288 for information.

926-8031 for information.

Reed Magazine is holding a
book sale today outside of the Student Union Building from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. Call Mathew Anderson at 2778651 for information.

The SJSU Sierra Club will have
its first meeting of the semester at
2:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Alan
Kirk at 279-1804 for information.

The Re-Entry Club is holding a
Support Group from 12:30-1:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Lee Shatto at 3702344 for information.

The SJSU Karate Club is holding a workout and practice session
tonight at 7:30. New members are
welcome. Contact Byron Chew a

’The Christian Science Organization is holding a testimony meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in the Music
Building. Room 213. Call Tiffany
Cooper at 245-2389 for information.

For the Record

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
(GALA) is having a meeting axiay
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Montalvo Room. Call James
at 253-2321 for information.

The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought to an
editor’s attention will be corrected.
lf you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, One Washington Square.
San Jose, CA 95192.

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional co-ed business fratemity, is
having a professional speaker series
today starting at 7 p.m. in the Spartan Memorial. Call Paulo Oliveira at
998-4328 for information.
Delta Sigma Pi would like to

apologize to those people who went
to Duncan Hall Room 35 yesterday.
The correct room is 351. They are
sorry for any inconvience and encourage people to come to the beer
and pizza party tommorow.
The Cycling Club will have its
first meeting of the semester today at
7:30 p.m. in Dudley Moorehead
Hall Room 234. Call Rick at 2792527 for information.
The SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club
is holding a signup for new members
during their regular practice session
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. tonight in SPX
75. Call Mary or Dominic at 2589800 for information.

for information.
The Associated Students are
now accepting applications for chairperson of the 1.0.C. The deadline
for applications is Wednesday, Sept.
23. Call Michele Bertolone at 2773201 for information.
Community Companions is an
organization that is trying to recruit
volunteers to work on a one-on-one
basis with emotionally troubled
adults in Santa Clara County. Training is available. Call Pilar McDowell at 463-0606 for information.

The Pre -Medical Student’s Association is holding a seminar today
and tomorrow at 1:30 p.m in Duncan
Hall Room 249. Dr. Robert Fowler.
Pre-Med Adviser will he speaking
on "Medical School Requirements
and Preparation Preferences." Call
Douglas Eddy at 370-7815 for information.
The Concert Choir is holding
auditions through tomorrow in the
Music Building. Room 262. Call Dr.
Charlene Archibeque at 277-2923
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A Los Angeles Times poll of not adhere to the teaching of the
957 Catholics last month found 9 of church on a number of questions.
10 say Catholics may disagree with notably sexual and conjugal moralchurch policies and still be consid- ity. divorce and remarriage." he
ered loyal followers. Sixty percent said.
disagreed with the church’s ban on
"It has also been noted that
women in the priesthwd. and only there is a tendency on the part of
25 percent thought birth control is some Catholics to be selective in the
sinful.
church’s moral teachings. It is someArchbishop John R. Quinn of times claimed that dissent from the
San Francisco told the pope that Magisterium (church law) is totally
"the first challenge, the conversion compatible with being a g(xxl Cathof the mind. is to convey to Ameri- olic" and poses no obstacle to the recan Catholics that the revolutionary ception of the Sacraments.
"This is a grave error that chalchanges which have occurred in personal and societal life in the 20th lenges the teaching office of the
century are not grounds for dismiss- bishops of the United States and
elsewhere... he said.
ing church teaching as outmoded."
"It is sometimes reported that a
The pope was blunt in relarge number of Catholics today do
sponse.
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lumina! rulings.
Raven. a liberal San Francisco
attorney whose term as ABA presiNational
dent begins in September 1988. also
News
said Supreme Court Justice Thur.
good Marshall "served the Constitution and all of us" with his recent
statement that the original Constitu"...Those who would urge the tion was a flawed document because
court to interpret the Constitution as it allowed slavery and denied votes
the framers intended are missing the to wonien.
The framers’ "vision of a just
point. What the framers intended is
that the Constitution endure," he society was flawed.- Raven said.
said, noting that the delegates in "It excluded the 650,(XX) blacks
1787 took care to keep notes of the who had been brought here in
chains. ...It excluded women
proceedings confidential.
Flut he said the "miracle" of
Bork, a federal appeals court
the Constitution is that it allows for
judge whose Supreme Court confirchange over time.
mation hearing began Tuesday. and
"The original framers had faith
Attorney General F.dwin Meese are in the people who would come
aftei
among the most prominent adherents thern," Raven said. ’’They
gave us
of the view that the intent of the room ... to invent and reinvent ourframers should be the key to consti- selves ’

if
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Dogfight expected
as Spartans, OSU
collide Saturday
By Brent Ainsworth
Coady staff writer
Con. allis. Ore., could be the
site of the this weeks most intense
dogfight, and we’re not talking
about bloody pit bulls.
Dogfight as in Red Baron -type
aerial warfare. A gentlemanly duel
using footballs as ammunition.
When Claude Gilbert & The
Spartan Ball -Moving Company visit
Oregon State (0- I I on Saturday, two

Football
ot the the country ’s top passing offenses v. ill square ott. in what could
prove to be the airborne showdown
of the entire college football season.
SJSU (2-0) will step onto the
Parker Stadium artificial turf ranked
third in passing offense among Division I -A schools with 356 yards per
game. OSU is fourth.
"There’s no doubt what they
intend to do." said SJSU secondary
coach Herman Edwards, who must
prepare his troops for the imminent
barrage. "No question about it."
OStis third -year head coach,
Dave Kragthorpe, confirmed that
there are no secrets to his scheme.
"We’re a passing team just like
San Jose State and that’s a pattern
we’ll continue to follow if we can,"
he said. "I keep saying that we’d
like to run the ball more. but our success has largely come through the
air. We tried to balance it out last
week, but obviously it didn’t work."
Dogfight is a term Kragthorpe
would rather not use. considering the
mauling his team withstood last
week when the 18th -ranked Georgia
Bulldogs "chewed up and spat out’.
his Beavers, 41-7. at Athens, Ga.
"When you get behind 28.7
early on. that pretty much throw s
your game plan out the windov..

Kragthorpe said.
The drubbing posed a minor
problem for SJSU also. Gilbert, who
owns a 4-8 record against Pacific- It)
Conference opponents since he became the Spartans’ head coach in
1984, said Georgia’s lopsided win
didn’t make his scouting job any easier.
"It’s hard to assess how strong
they are based on the score of their
first game," he said. "I think Oregon State is vastly improved and is
on the rise. Our pass rush and coverage will get a stern test."
As advertised, 0S1.1 found success by the pass, but purely in the
total offenseystandpoint. The yardage came easy -- putting points on
the board did not.
Quarterback Erik Wilhelm. a
6-foot-3 junior, hit on 34 attempts 53
for 353 yards. An honorable mention
All-Pac 10 choice in 1986. Wilhelm
owns all but two of his school’s
major passing records. Like SJSU
quarterback Mike Perez.. he is one of
the undoubtedly finest passers in the
West, and he could rival Cal State
Long Beach’s Jeff Graham as the
best proven quarterback SJSU will
face this season.
Wilhelm likes to play catch Spartan linebacker Bill Alcantara, shown here sacking Cal’s Troy Taylor in the Spartans’ win last Saturday, is expected to get more practice
with tight end Phil Ross, who caught
nine balls last week to take the early finished the day with 18 yards on 14 order to lessen the immediate presdefensive
SJSU’s
lead in the NCAA’s catches-per- carries.
sure
from
However. the SJSU staff re- onslaught. A quicker view of the
game race. Fullback Firian Taylor
(seven catches) is as much of a pass fused to count out a resurrected field is something Wilhelm will need
catching threat as SJSU’s James ground game until it’s officially pro- if eight Spartans are lunging for his
Saxon out of the backfield. Wide re- nounced dead.
neck, Rea said.
"Based on the game film. they
ceiver Robb Thomas hauled in five
"They could play the whole
had sonic real nice runs," defensive game from the shotgun." Rea said.
passes.
Rushing the ball proved to be coordinator Donnie Rea said. "It "That makes it a lot harder for us to
futile against Georgia’s "sea of was probably the sack yardage that establish a strong pass rush. If they
red", according to Kragthorpe. Tail- brought the stats down. We have to get the ball off and put the heat on
back Erick Montgomery, who be ready to stop the run as well as the the quarterback. we could be in for a
long day...
prepped at San Jose’s Independence pass."
High School, leads the OSU running
John Vogt, SJSU defensive line
Rea said Wilhelm could spend
coach, has a different worry.
attack, if one wishes to call it that.
"Their lineman are huge," he
The senior ballcarrier ran twice for most of Saturday’s game taking
exclaimed. refering mainly to OSU’s
eight yards last week. The Beavers snaps from the shotgun position in

Gale optim istic despite golf squad’s setback
By Nelson Cardadeiro
Ciaiiy staff writer
Following its NCAA championship season. the SJSU women’s
golf team was prepared to do well in
the New Mexico State Invitational
last weekend. their first tournament
since winning it all last spring.
Before leaving for L.as Cruces,
N.M.. they received a confidence
builder upon learning they were
ranked fifth in the nation by Golfv.vek Magazine.

Golf
Then it all crumbled down.
First, Julie Ralls suffered whiplash in a car accident a few days
prior to the tournament. She did take
the flight to New Mexico, but was
only able to shoot one round of golf
before the stiffness and pain in her
neck took its toll.
Then the final blow.
Only twenty minutes before the
team left for the airport, Gale was
told that Chabm College transfer
Denise Philbrick was ruled ineligable for the fall half of the season.
This is not a way to defend a
title.
"The team said I looked dejected on the plane," Gale said.
"Dina ( Amanacapane) came up to
me and said. ’We’ll play well coach.
Don’t worry.’ But college golf is a
team sport and when things like this
happen. it affects the way everybody
plays. It took the heart out of us.’
And it showed as they finished

ins." Gale said. "We may find that
we have another star from the back
of the pack."
Gale is thinking cif dropping the
UCLA Desert Classic scheduled
from Nov. 23-25. He would then
add another tournament for the
spring.
This would allow him to have
all his players back and healthy for
the stretch.
The Spartans’ next will go to
Tulsa, Okla. for the Tulsa Mixed
Tournament from Oct. 16-18.

’The team’s
performance in this
tournament is not
indicative of how the
team is or will be at
the end of the
season.’
Mark Gale,
SJSU golf coach
14 out of 18 teams in the tournament
with a team score of 935. That
means they lost to 13 teams in that
one weekend. Last year they lost to
20 teams for the entire season.
"It has to be the worst tournament I’ve coached in the 11 years
I’ve been here," Gale said.
Senior Dana Lofland and freshman Pat Hurst tied for 16th in the
tournament out of 93 players with a
227 score.
Lolland shot a 74. 80 and 73 on
the three days on the par 74 course.
Hurst had scores of 74. 76 and
77.
"She played well for her first
tournament." Gale said.
Rene Van Fossen, filling in for
Philbrick. had a 241 score. while
Amanacapane shot a 245.
Rails shot a 79 in her only
round of golf.

The absvenve of Rails for the
final two rounds made all the scores
of the other golfers count in the totals. Usually the lowest score from
the five golfers is dropped.
"The team’s performance in
this tournament is not indicative of
how the team is or will be at the end
of the season," Gale said. "We will
be a contender by the season’s end...
Gale said that Ralls won’t be
back with the team until the first
week of October.
Philbrick needs to complete two
classes for her A.A. degree so that
she can be eligible by sometime in
December.
But Gale pointed out that the
setbacks could be a blessing in disguise.
"Rene or Christi Yong could
really come on in Hit.. fall as till-

Basketball team
needs managers
The SJSU men’s basketball
staff is in search of team managers
lot the 1987-88 season.
Those interested can contact assistant coach Greg Grain at 2773247.

Joe Gosen

Daily stall

photographer

in his pass rushing technique. Oregon State, SJSU’s opponent this Saturday, is also a passing team.
6-foot-9, 308-pound offensive male
Owen Hooven. "I hope just they
don’t fall on any of our guys, because they may kill us.
"This is truly a David versus
Goliath matchup.’
Prior to the season’s start,
Kragthorpe called his defensive
backs his squad’s greatest strength.
Thus, a preliminary guess would be
that Perez might find his targets cov-

ered when it’s his turn to drop back.
Kragthorpe balked at that guess.
"Perez is a magnificent athlete." he said. "We’re very aware
of what he can do to a defense.
We’re concerned about the firepower of the San Jose State passing
attack, but with him hack there it
makes it an even tougher task."
Maybe tougher than stopping a
dogfight.
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Neighbors fight
olympic ’battle

Sat-

committees must anninini.e their

LAUSANNE, Switzerland
GAP) -- South Korea’s top Olympic official rejected North Korea’s demand to get a larger share
of the 1988 Games, saying
Wednesday that adding any more
events to the five sports already
offered was out of the question.
Both Kim Chong -ha, president of the South Korean Olympic C’ommittee, and Park Seh-jik,
president of the Seoul Olympic
Organizing Committee. also said
that they preferred to stick with
International Olympic Committee -mediated talks with the
North, rather than direct negotiations as Pyongyang has proposed.
They said they would make
a decision on the North’s request
after meeting with il0C president
Juan Antonio Samaranch, prnbably on Thursday when invitations
to the Summer Games are issued
by the international panel.
The Olympics are scheduled
to open in Seoul one year from
today.
In
an
interview,
Kim
stopped short of setting a deadline
for the two-year-old negotiations
with the North, which is threatening to boycott the Games if its demands are ignored.
But he added that Jan. 17,
198M, the date by which the
world’s 167 national Olympic

intentions, would be a good time
to judge the North’s sincerity.
"This is taking too much
time," Kim said. ’Tinie is running out. If we don’t hear from
them by Jan. 17, they are not interested in reaching an agreement."
Both he and Park, in a separate interview, said the three party talks initiated by’ the ItK’
two years ago have produced a
"generous offer" of five events
for the North to host. and that ,
they were unwilling to add more
sports to that plan.
"Five is our final propo
sal." Kim said.
"We haven’t given any
thought to concessions." said
Park, who presented a progress
report on preparations in scout to ,
the 10("s executive board earlier
in the day.
Further talks, whethei
or three -party, would deal s ith
items such as splitting teles ision
income and moving athlete,. tails
and journalists from one half of
the politically divided peninsula
to the other.
The IOC proposal v.ould
give the North archery. table tennis, women’s volleyball. the
men’s cycling road race and a
quarter of the preliminary %mixt
matches.
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SJSU middle blocker Barbara Higgins DO prepares to set up a kill as
Danielle Spier discs to backup Higgins in action from Tuesday night’s

volleyball game against Chrysler. The Spartans. who host Fresno State
Friday night, lost the match to Chrysler 3-0.

Defense shines in loss to Chrysler

g a

By Holly Olsen
Daily staff writer

The Spartan’s volleyball team
lost Tuesday night in a tough exhibition match against Chrysler of California, the defending United States
Volleyball Association National
Champions.
Although SJSU is ranked 14th
in the Top-20. coach Dick Montgomery said he expected the women
to lose the match.
"The problem was that they
were able to exploit our weaknesses
and I’m disappointed with our reliction.’’ Montogomery said.
Two former Spartans on the
Chrysler team are Teri DeBusk and
Christa Cook. DeBusk led the team
with an outstandinv 41 sets. and

Cook led with 18 digs. All women
on the Chrysler teani are major
league players.
In the opening game. SJSU Ve had a difficult
dropped three games 15-1 I. 15-12,
time scoring on
15-5.
Seniors Gina Watson and Bar
hara Higgins’ tenacious offense led them.’
the Spartans in kills. Watson completed 14 and Higgins contributed
Montgomery,
Dick
eight.
SJSU Volleyball coach
Higgins felt she and the team
should have done much better.
"We really played badly," she
said. "We didn’t play as a team and together in the third. Some illegal
there was no communication going sets allowed Chrysler to jump ahead
on toward the end of the match."
after mostly tie games in the first
The first two contests were ex- two.
citing side -out games, but the Spar"We had a difficult time scortans just couldn’t pull their offense ing on them. and that’s a sign of a

1

KICKOFF 1:30 p.m.
Vs. Cal State Fullerton
Reisman Trophy Candidate
Mike Perez

HOMECOMING
Oct. 10 vs New Mexico State 1:30PM
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Spartan Alumni - we need you there
PG&E "Sports for Youth" Day

signed to the $1.(M10 retainers known
in labor parlance as "yellow dog..
contracts.
Management concedes it would
have to refund ticket and television
money if the games went on with;
less than NFL-caliber players. And
there seems to be little question thel
games would do little better on television than the Canadian Football
League games NBC earned for a
couple of weeks during the 1982
strike.
But player unity may be softer
than Upshaw’s rhetoric makes it
sound, primarily because most players seem lukewarm about free
agency. the major dividing point.

19

COMPACT

really grxxl teams’. Montgonieiv
said.
SJSU went into the third game
psyched to win big, hut when Chrysler got the side -out after Spartans
scored one, they fed off SJSU’s energy and picked up an unbeatable rythym to pull ahead with an easy three
in a row.
Senior Danielle Spier showed
exceptional defense against the hardhitting Chrysler team. Spier led the
team with 21 digs and 25 sets.
Freshman I.aura Flame and ju
nior Kim Hicks surprised spectator,
with some looked -like -impossible
returns.
The Spartans face Fresno State
in a home match this Friday ai
7:30pm.

Upshaw says NFL players ready to strike
NF.W YORK 1AP) During a
bative predecessor as the executive
conversation last week, Gene Up- director of the NFLPA.
shaw said two things that seem conThe reasoning: They get their
tradictory.
salaries anyway and they like the
I. "I was hoping this thing
limelight every few years.
would be over by now. I’m taking
Talk to others and they’re conmy family to Europe and I had hoped
vinced Upshaw really would like to
to go Sept. 13."
2. "The players are ready to settle and take his vacation. Owners
strike. They want to know why we Hugh Culverhouse of Tampa Bay
don’t walk before the season starts. I and Dan Rooney of Pittsburgh. both
was talking to Boomer Esiason today members of the Management Council’s executive committee, came out
and he’s ready to go."
That’s one problem in trying to of a meeting with Upshaw last week
figure out the labor negotiations that convinced he didn’t want a strike.
could result in a strike after the New
The big question is the players.
England Patriots play the New York
When the owners voted unaniJets next Monday night.
mously last week to play regardless
Tuesday’s union proposal that of a strike, they were really gamtotal free agency be restricted to bling that enough regulars would replayers with more than four years’ fuse to walk out. The reasoning is
experience doesn’t Weill tO he .the that if, say. the 49ers don’t strike,
answer -- inost rookies, particularly the Rams would hardly be inclined
sign four-year to let a group of sandlotters play San
promising ()nes
contracts to start their careers.
Francisco’s regulars in a game that
Talk to some people - not all could mean the division title.
of them in management - - and
If that doesn’t happen, it’s hard
they’re convinced that the NFL Players Association wants a strike. They to see how the owners’ threat could
point less at Upshaw than at the peo- be serious.
According to league sources.
ple around him, all holdovers from
the regime of Ed Garvey. his com- only about 1(10 players have been

o

277-3171
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Help
is for
those
who
ask
Brad Shirakawa Daily stall photographer
Kat rine S fiv der, a graduate st tident in Women’s SI tidies is a volunteer at SJSU’S Wornen’s Center. Part of her job is referring women to social services.

A woman’s refuge from domestic violence
Hy Lorraine Grant
patty staff writer
1:1
tO get help is to
The
ask. but it is not alvvavs easv for
%Willett 14

AIII11.111
Allen she AMIN WI get out ot
the relationship. all AC
offer options .ind give her support.
said Linda W rlson ,kho is the serv\
ices ditectoi ot \\,
WOMA. the \\
.111i
ance. is a nonprolit. multi Mink
vomit:Ws crisis center pria Ming hi
lingual serv It:CS in Santa Chira
Count%
\Aft \ IA seeks to counsel
’,Swim).
h ant them or their rights
and otter support v, ’Mout judgment.
\Vilson said.
"We help women help them ,c1\ es The bottom line is she has to
,,\ ant to help herself." said Imola
\ dsque/. outiedch specialist vvlio
also does ,ordiniunitv edirvation and
public relations vv odk
"A lot ot our slat f have been
battered v,omen themselves," Wil.on said
1)ornestic \ iolence is a
;III
problem A III, LAIIS
classes, ages. raves and religions.
report,
she said According to a
v,ornen and children comp! Ise the
largest group of \ Rdiiiis of roienr
1,111,111
crimes It is estimated that
15 se,,,iids in this
IS battered ever\
countrv The Sall Jilse 1’402 Department responds to applovimatel)
400 calls a month dealing with domestic v iolence.
pOitit

w( nAt A xas iininded in

1,74

as an all \ olunteer hotline answering
seri,e
Bea \ asquer Robinson, etreetat\ e dile, tor ot \\’(
\ one of the
toundets ot the Leritei. said there
11,1,
tt/I
a
crisis
Heed
center for
111,011IC vv omen.
net v foe percent of the
!III
WIIIIICII
CIC beaten and
needed a place 1,, go It soon became
dear to \MM.\ lounders that domesh,. \ ’,delft,: A as the most severe
isis ioi \\ omen in Santa Clara
Count \ I odav . more than 18AXX)
%Airmen a veal Ilse the ser% ices.
\\ ) \I \ helps %%omen help
thernselv es 1-o, pi,, Kling services
vvhivli include. ounsel mg and legal
semk.es. a sokt% toui hour pre -ern /11m ment pi, Timm einergene) assistanve. inhumation and referral.
conimurim outreach. a relationship
pi, Tr ani,
assistame
and Casa
WOMA, Wilson said
Casa Wo11
a 24 -hour, 30 bed resident lid 1.ICIIIt) for battered
/IIICII
and their children. was
opened in 19-- It \vas the second
shelter evelusively for battered
\\ omen to open in the state of Cali tot ma
tdeil it) remains the core
ot
13
\ programs.
.1
Is in imminent
aamfer or
e. she qualifies to
IISC
Casa V101 \
shelter. We
don’t turn am
down. If we
help them. vve \Ain refer them
to someone else. Wilson said.
Operated as a home. all resi-

dents participate iri dail \ meetings
and
make decisions regarding
menus, money management, house
,cleaning. and meal preparation. All
residents receive daily counseling
and participate in v,ork shops including, but not limited to. positive parenting, nutrition, job search and
budgeting.
Casa WOMA’s 30-day program
helps women and their children
begin the healing process bv addressing basic sun. ival issues such as
housing, etnplo men!. legal and educational needs. 13) then actre participation in the dr:LA.10n making
process. clients start the long road
toward increased sell esteem and
self-sufficiency
Recogniiing the special needs
of the children of battered women.
WOMA offers housing for their children.
As part of the living situation,
children are taught alternatives to iolent behaIllf itS Well LIS alternati%
academic and recreational activities
A Youth Program Spevialist teaches
kids the lessons the would normal
have at school and spends bine ith
them individuall) talking about their
problems.
WOMA is not the only center
a :friable to help women. The SJtil
A’omen’s Center provides services
for women as well. The Women’s
Center offers peer counseling. an internship program. a library, and referrals for legal assistance. child care
references and shelters.
An internship program allows

students ro earn tv,0 to tour units of
academic credit, learn IleW skills and
help S.I tit ’’s Women’s Resource
Center \ signing up tor internships
through the Social Science and
Women’s Studies departments.
Responsibilities v, ill include
codeading special interest or rap
groups. peer counseling and referrals. handling ci isis situations, learning about local social service agencies.
and
researching
special
women’s projects. To earn credit
through other departments. students
can contact their advisor. Anyone
v,islirrig to sign up can go to the
Women’s Resource Center o r the
Women’N Studies Department.
The center is in Administration.
Room 223 and IS open Motidas.
Wednesdays and Inrims from
a m to 2 p.m. and on Tuesday,
twin 1 to 2 p.m. To make an appointment call 277-2047.

STEVE GUT TENBEfil,
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LOU JACOBI
ED BEGLEY JR
FIUSS MEYER
KELLY PRESTON
HENNY YOUNGMAN
BB KING

ROSANNA ARQUETTE
PAUL BARTEL
RALPH BELLAMY
CARRIE FISHER
SYBIL DANNING
GRIFFIN DUNNE
STEVE FORREST
MONIQUE GABRIELLE
STEVE ALLEN

SJSII

JOHN LANDIS,--"AMAZON WOMEN ON THE MOON’ c, 7,,LOTS OF OTHER ACTORS
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wIr:MICHAEL BARRIE ,,JIM MULHOLLAND
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STATE
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Office of Admissions and Records
One Washington Square
San Jose. California 95192-0009

The brothers of
Alpha Tau Omega
would like to welcome
SJSU’s
newest sorority
Alpha Omega Pi
and congratulate
SJSU’s sororities
on a successful rush.
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General News

ver55urte 5 ad
The California State University Hoard of
Trustees may follow a recommendation from CSU
presidents and increase parking fees for students
and faculty to $X1 a semester. The increase could
be in place by next fall.
The proposal is based upon the assumption
that a perrnit system will be in place at all 19 CSU
campuses. SJSU President Gail Fullerton said last
week at her first news conference that a permit
plan is under consideration hut has not yet been approved.
In a related incident. about 35 students from
California State University at Long Reach rallied
at the chancellor’s office to protest the proposed
parking fee increases. They fumed a human
blockade that momentarily stopped several trustees
from parking in the CSU facilities adjacent to the
university campus.
Increasing student enrollment has spurred the
SJSU Academic Senate int() searching for ideas to
lessen the impact.
Among the alternatives discussed at the Academic Senate meeting were accepting fewer incoming freshmen. declaring more majors impacted, and encouraging lower-division transfers
to stay at the community college level to finish
general education requirements.
SJSU is ()wed between $30.1XX) and $50,(XX)
from the agency that collects revenue from parking
tickets issued on streets neighboring the eantpus.
Vertical Management Systems owes the university for parking fines collected in June. July and
August. S1SU’s share of the fines are used to promote such transportation alternatives as Santa
Clara County Transit. commuter car pools and nde
sharing.

NE, RE GONNA
YVIO MY IDEA
KNOW it’ (453a

Hackers in West Germany broke into
NASA’s worldwide computer network throughout
the summer and collected secret data on space
shuttle pr(ects and nx:ket failures. European
media reported Tuesday.
News reports said that young West Gentians
gained regular access to at least 20 computers of
the U.S. space agency and had the ability to paralyze the entire network.
Pope John Paul II opened his visit to Los An geles Tuesday by urging followers to cling to "a
responsible moral life" even if it means "being
out of step with majority opinion."
Police estimated that a crowd of more than
300,(X/0 lined the pope’s motorcade route that xxik
him through Hispanic, Japanese, Chinese and Korean neighborhoods.
Planners had predicted that between one mil lion and two million people would turn out for the
parade in the nation s largest Roman Catholic
archdiocese.

Isaac Newt

A 40-year-old man who pleaded no contest to
assaulting a teen-age umpire at a Little League
game wrote a I ,(XXI-word essay on "proper behavior at a sporting event" as required by the court.
Robert Foster, who filed his essay with the
West Orange County Municipal Court Monday.
refused to apologize and said that the umpire. 16year-old C.J. Ellison. was at least partially to
blame for the incident.
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Good Clean Fun

Gene Mahoney
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In Southern California, the city of Glendale is
suing a self-styled Santa Claus claiming the elaborate Christmas decorations on his home are a public nuisance.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, Weds
11 30 moved to Carnpus Christ
Cntr . 10th & San Carlos 3RD tradition open disc gp. 297-3555 or
2772966
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money tm For Information
end brochure s. A S onice or
cell (406)371-6ell
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t it time
you got down to the business a
your Ilfe purpose? Alternative CaSince
reervelflo
Assessment.
19/0 Cora Willis. M A , 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
73 VW BUG!. Run great’ Great
car,
price!
Perfect
student
$1195 bo Cali 296-5502 eves
’73 VW SPR BILE 32K rms. runs wino,
Stereo, apt. Mt. smog S1750 bo
Cali 972-1877
72 SUPER BEETL F. automalic stick
shift. escelent cond. S1500 bo.
cell 2977929
’67 VOLVO I22S, 2dr. 4sp new paint
time, good ono, tens A classic
S2,000 nen. 287-1916

COMPUTERS
MACINTOSH 20MB HARD DISK EMAC
200

Built-in SCSI, MFM forma.

mbie included $599
E137
PC-COM"

Computer

&

(415) 526-

Accesori..

404 S 3rd SI , #2, (408)295-1606
Om block from campus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible $1.095
XT $525 Printer P10801 S179
Herd disk. modern. mouse
6%
Com
off tor students with I D
THIFID
putter & Accesories 404
ST . San Jose (406) 295-1606

FOR SALE
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
hes been SAN JOSE Insfltution
tor 15 years

College-lemel ate
dents ot history. political science.
Bleck, Asian and Chicon., etudes. socel work. wornen’s stud
labor history. end menden &
socialism should come in and
browse Woo also hove, In English
traneletion. Sovel terstbooks in
social sciences We carry
both new arod used books in the
above needs as well e. fiction. poetry. children s, mysteries. end
much more Posters. records &
the

perlodlcals - and tM Juan Charon Gallery featuring political,
third world. and women’s art
@ FIFA & ROSES BOOKSHOP -San Jom. 29.950 S First
2930, (3 bimks south a #280)

SI

hermit Excel
SG HONDA EL FIE 80
lout condition 540 miles, S1000.
923-8676

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS!. MAKE SU. Make differ
use, register DEMOCRATS to
vote Full time pert limo Call 2434593
SACK

TO

SCHOOLUMMIIIMMIlt11

Berk to Work,,,MalfInfififtinfIlin
Gr.’ lob opportunity for fear.
ing etudents Pert time lob seek me etc *ern top dollar doing tele
modeling tor No Cad largest
newspaper
Flexible hours for
RHIN. people all shifts Call
today 370-9091W’
BUS AD COMM PARKTING MAJORS &
anyone els Bler & Assoc Is hir
Mg .1. reps to promote the
Say limet service *lotions The
esperience will odd punch to your
wk to your
resume end $250
menet PT FT, cell 727-3306
CLEARANCE
MACY’s
CENTER Pert are. ugly in per
eon Mon -Fri , 114 PM . Sal , 10-5
PM , Sun 12-5 PM 51110 Stevens
Creelt Blvd ,S J FOE, M F

CASHIERS

COUNSELOR OROUP HOME for putts Ile children. deal exper for PSY
C14.11PEC ED student. Varied
hours.

9-5 PM , 377-5412

ENEROET1C DRAFTER, smell eng’rng
oo neer cempue 12 24 hrs wig
767-2960
Mieintosh alp
HANOYMAN FOR APTS nr comp.
Must know repair phomblng $7
pert dm* Don-29541641
HOSPITALITY IS AT Its beet at the
lemon San Joe ft you are hard
working and ambitious. become

pan of our family as

front desk

clerk. Mod server. bellperson &
much more Apply in person W -F
8-11 AM 1740 N 1st St , SJ. EOF
JOBS’

JOBS,

JOBS’

Lots of money tor everyo.’"
Telemarketing.
evenings
and
weekends ideel /or students Sal
ary. bonus sold great contacts’
Call 370-9090
NO -RUN

PANTY

HOSE

DISTRIBU

TORS medal. No Inventory necessary
Earn
$50045000 per
month Will train Call 270-2455
OFFICE ASSISTANT general office
duties. flexible hours Evenings
and weekends Cali Mrs Richards
et 435-1344
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP,
National firm now has immediate
openings! Starting pay nee ts
S10. No experience le needed because of our intensive on the lob
training prpgrorn Good meth and
routing skills re
plus Some
evening end weeltend positions
are avellable and sone flexibility
is allowed during ilnal exerts In
eddition. If you qualify. corporete
schoiersnlps ere awarded. I ter
ships aro possible. and you may
geern 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester During your winter
spring end empecielly summer
breaks, full Ilme work Is available
Call today for information and an
interview, or cell Monday through
Friday between 10 end 3PM. (406)
11 the line is busy.
pease be patient end try main
An must opportunity company

922-0666

PART-TIME HELP WNTD for unique
donut shop in downtown Muriel
district Earn SS end have tun
Early mornings preferred Cell
293-5293,163 W Sante Clefs St
PART TIME OFFICE HELP, Flexible
hmrs, good experience Some of fire skills helplui PARTY InCS.
377-6800
TIME
PHOTOGRAPHERS
PART
NEEDED, No asp reg ci Equipment will be supplied He. tun &
mrnieed S too’ Cell 377-6800
SAN JOSE SYMPHONY seeking enthusfeetic. articulate indivklusie
to promote the 87-’88 season
bonuses
Base pay. commislon
Call Bee, Moncley-Thursdey atter
1 30 PM et 287-7383

3 BOMA.

1 bath DUPLEX Welk to
SJSU.crprt Avail NOW. $795 mo

dep. 358-1486 eves

9AM-4PM. MO Meriden A.. S J
2136-5680
SECURITY RECEPTION ell GM% ft pt
SS-VS hr to start Full benefits. no
experience needed Apply VAN-

e lk PROF SINGLE

father, 41, seeks
tole AM. male roomer
18
Housekeeping duties In exchange
tor partial rent Cell Al 259-1494

IF YOUR PREGNANT end considering
adoption, wee are Peppily marred CHILDLESS couple Call anytime -- (415) 447.3793. keep trying.

Ail calls CONFIDENTIAL
Expenses related to pregnancy to
be discussed
ELECTROL YSIS CLINIC!! Unwonted
hair removed forever. Confide.
MI 335 S Baywood Ave . San
Jose. call 247-7486 tor appoint.
mul
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
II. wtth sincere hendicapped
men Went to establish
Seating
reletIonahip, Pies. call Brian at
296-2306
HI GIRLS. I’M 22-yr obi profeesionel
guy who’d love to met you I’m
considered very sincere and ewe
save Let meke each other happier, Inter.ted women 18-24
please mil Tim at 742-7314 before
4 a 263-2623 eater 7 PM
HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shafted dinmrs, putt.,
films,

outings.
Wednesday
’ Lunch and Leer*" discussions,
Israel dencIng, and much more,
For info cell HILL EL et 294-8311
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian CenLUTHERAN 10 45
ter Suncley
am . CATHOLIC 6 30 pm and I 00
pm Pim. cell CAMPUS MINISTRY et 296-0204 for worship.
counmlIng. negro/Is end study
opponunities
Rev
Needle
Shlr.. Father Bob L eper, Sister
Judy Ryon. Rev Norb Flrnhaber

SERVICES
B ARE IT ALL ’ Slop sh.ing. sealing.
rw.rIng or using chemical depill
tones Let me perinarientty remove your unscented heir (Chin.
begin’. tummy. moil.... Mc)
t5 percent discount to students
31,1967 and get your first appt at
1 2 price "Unwonted Hair Clasppeers WIth My Care ’ Gwen
R E . 559-3500, 1645 S RaeHair Today Ciom

com A.. #C
Tomorrow’

IN HOME AIDS test kit now evened..
Het. accurate. confidential, FDA

between Olcon & San Tomes Santa Clara Call 727-9793

Ruburnsteln. 650 Coleman Ave.
Menlo Park. Ca 94025

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
F T opening for receiving Meng
yr material handling experience

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Wash-

3212

Blvd

mortared Must have valid driv
er’s license end be able to lift 60
lbe Cal (415)493-1800 x445
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV has
FT
opening on swing shin tor an au.
tomated equipment omens, Requires 1.3 yrs E M essoenbly mrlence
or
equivilut
ED
in
science.
U S

computer

citizen

Cell

knowledge.
415-493-1800

WALK TO WORK,
money between clams. Won. wound your
schedule Incredible open to cre
Me tob background to be proud
ot Wei be creative. persombe 4
rohossiona Coll 995-01137

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles Nonh
ot comae Oulei security build
ing Singles only $395 to $425 Superrnerinei on* bloc.. but 4 de
rell nearby No pets Nomr Inter
section of 10111110 1054 N 4th SI,
215-86.1
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Cell 19111)
739-0736 or IWO) 646-1661

#7.1

TYPING
AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY,

ACKNOWL

EDOEABLE In typing that’s tops
trust Tony 296-2087
Thenks
$1 50 per page double spaced

t "-

&wettable seven days weekly
Oulck turneround. AN work gm, ante*. Thenks
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time’ Ex-

’

Temple of Insanity

perienced with school reports.
theses, trenscrIptIon, end group
proects
Pick -Up & Delivery.

LAST TiME
ON PAR T X OF

Grammer Check. Eating available Student dkumnt Only 12
minutes away Call now to reserve
time before the rush’ (406) 94E31162 Pamela - Words and More

azzcz,A,,,zaecem

Alan J. Hall

REV. J,A1 BA/KEK wAs
FEELiNC. A 6IT NE-RYous
Oovr Hi s FLie6 WITAl
T4E JUICY JEssicA HANN.
on, JultelY I

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic

college grads, so coil us with pm
pers.reports, theses (esp SC3
ENCE) etc et 251-0449
ACADEMIC

I

AND

PROFESSIONAL
word processing Veers of miperionce moving SJSU heady and
students HP Wien. output Ail
wore gusranteed Minutes from

27 Z7
,

_C I

Cell Maureen
rel. ilvellable
(400)224-0652. gem to 8pm

RE-

You F 54
WALTER MoNDALE
re 4E7’ &own!

4116

7

A V AY AT
ELECT/ion, TIME I

caw)

AMEN.

’

1

0 0111

y

CRUCIFY! CRUC I FY!

Classified
work guaranteed

Cassette Iron
sCription
even..
Almaden.
Brannen sr. 7 days wee. 2CH4504
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers. manuscripts. sr...ploys,

APA FORMAT, term pope. Heels...comm. 10 years oyping word pro-

resumes. repetitive letters, Oenscription Fr. SPEL CHEK. copy
edit di. storm. Quick tum
@round Sante Clete 248-5825

cessing experience, letter quality
printing Very competitive rates
and last turn around available
Students nue. discount Ac
ask for Tw
ess Date, 281-4982
nom
HILL SANTA
TERESA
BLOSSOM
sr. Fest. quality typing and
word processing of your resume.

week

Wr DO To ouR
’FRIEND" 14

..--

Professional
Theses, pa-

pers. names end dissartetIons
Ali of your bust... or academic
needs Serving Evergreen. SSJ &
Now minutes Iron, SJSU Student

Available

AND oR. GE,E- .5cor
yvA,s avsy 6.,vtN4 A
"TatisuTE To oNF
MIS FCC Fre ’ENDS_

AND wwv, smALL

AND LoRD,

,
;

Camp., call PJ at 923-2X4
ACCURACY ASSURED
Word Processing

UM-VM,
MoTNER
TNFRE-SCI

Doi
pioNET?

Elessonable rano. We’re fast.Mpendable,grernmarexperenced

MEANNRILF TESS(
J’ACK3oN VNAs RECovERI
PRoAl HIS 190 DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY Los3...

r PR,.i To

,rog

word proc.sIng our specleity
Guaranteed letter quality accu
ruy Free disk storage proofing

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for ymr
academic. Dual... legal wOrd
processing needs Tun papers.
reports. resume.. cover letters.
group protects, menuals. Mmes.
dIsmelallons. etc All ecaderrolc
formats
APA Free disk storage. SPFLCHEK. punctuallon end

or business needs
seven
days

365-1012

grammar

assistane All work
guaranteed Proteseional. quick &

CALL LINDA TODAY, Avoid tM
Reserve now for your term pa-

**ponchos. service et AFFORDA
RI E RATES", Cell P.m al 247.
2681 (SANTA CLARA) Further
mvings with newel discounts’

pers, group protects, Mee.. etc
Professional word processing
tree dell storm* CrvIck return, MI

wRiTING & WORD
PROCESS,NG. 35 ymrs emri
ence Student Discounts Career
Center at 2434070

RESUMES...

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All typos of papers all lengths
SI 60 peg.. doubie-speced typing
and spelling. SI 65 page, typing
and full prootreeding Campbell

Word pomessing. typing & sel
tong
Fr.
disk
Mame
$1 25 pogo double spaced typing
Term papers. reports cover ie!

amenable 866-6960
FOR FAST. error -tree typing word pro...Ong call Jule .1 980-0844

Hrs. theme. etc C.11 Fen ai 279
7152

(days) 732-7678 (eves )
anordable
LUCID ENTERPRISES
student writing asistence. edit
ing. word processing typing Min.

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL TYPING & business mr
vles Feel reasonable 8 neer uni
versity Cali (408)2924047

one from schmI Pick-up end delivery. loo’ Give your peepers Met
proleselonal touch Call today lo

PAPERS-RESUMES"
Need
help? Cell S 0 S " Group pro
outs. panels. essays. misc re
ports Fr. spelling Check
elm
quality printers
Resumes

pus ell day Tins & Thur. & onerly
m on Mon Wed Fri for easy p u
and del -I only type in the evenings Call MARCIE et 926-1274

cover eters for 1968 summer on
ternehips and ell
carmr op
portunities
Competitive hetes
Also offer ’yang and WP training

251-4665

T....NG

RE ASONABI F
ROES
Sent. Cern v. Call Path 41246
5633 and leave message
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Training wheels

From page I
at an informational meeting Tuesday.
This year’s homec.oming committee, consisting of 15 members
and five assistants, is hoping for a
more visible event than Homecoming ’86.
A cash budget of $10.5(X) is
available for homecoming.
The money was contributed by
Coca Cola, radio station KWSS, Gill
Cable, Bank of the West, Brennan’s
Terrace restaurant and Spartan
Shops.
Budweiser beer has approached
the committee also, Reading said.
"This year it’s going to be an
event. Last year, from what I understand, homecoming was one of the
better ones, but a lot of people just
didn’t know about it," Reading said.
Last year a parade had been
planned but was cancelled because
the committee did not obtain a city
permit on time, Reading said.
"Part of it is a disappointment.

Dan Sweeney Da,ly

staff photographer

-X re Freshman getting smaller or did someone "park" this tricycle as a joke?
about 60 percent of the total are children.
1)orninguez said he believes the
total number ot homeless is much
higher and blames part of the probFrom page I
The number of homeless in the lem on city agencies.
San Jose is a city that WWII’, to
counR is estimated at 13.5(X), half
grow up, it7, it grim,. II, lea% mg its
of wbich arc in San Jose. said Jim
It’s a
people
he said
McEntee. director of the Santa Clara
that v. ants to he a city
County Human Relations Commis- town
Shelters for the homeless are .1
sion.
The commission made a year- good idea and are appreciated. but
long study of the homeless. McEntee they are not the ansuer. Dominguei
said they are difficult to count be- said. Most of the homeless end up
cause they are often transient. Most drifting from one shelter to the other.
"What would really help solve
of the homeless are families and

March

4

Volleyba111987 ((

V.S. Fresno State
,<?’4,’’’ Friday, September 18 - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 19 7:30 p.m.
at Spartan Gym (corner of 4th & San Carlos
aFor all season tickets call 277-FANS
Group Corporate Fac Staff Student

Alumni Rates

The T1 Business Analyst-Solar
has all the right functions to
help you get down to business.
Is yi )ur present calculator good
enough to make it in business? Probably not. That’s why we made the TI
BA-Solar. The BA-Solar provides
you with preprogrammed functions
97 1987 T1

"Tr-Art.rk

tr.,. I noniments Incorporated

the problen) is more low-income
housing. and for landlords to stop
jacking up rents," he said. "Landlords :ire also selling houses (that are
being rented) and evicting people on
a couple days notice."
The community meeting will be
held tonight at 6 at 160 E. Virginia St.. second floor, in San Jose.

From page I
cial sponsors) than any other board
on campus in the 15 years that I’ve
been advising," he said.
KSJS will sponsor any on -campus organization presenting shows.
lectures or concerts, Yohn said.
KATD promotes events tor
SJSU because university activities
"benefit the station and fit its tOrmat." said Alice Shockley, general
manager for the station.
Weekly promotional meetings
at KATD determine which events
will air. However, only one concert
or show is promoted at a time, she
said.

September 17, 1987,Spartan Daily

But part of it is not. because ot all
the other work we’re doing," he
said.
The events planned for Homecoming week are:
Banner contest. Mon. Oct. 5
Red Cross Blood Drive, Oct.
5 through 8 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m in
the Student Union.
Variety show, Oct . 6 at 8:00
p.m., Mortis Dailey Auditorium.
Pep rally/yellfest, Oct. 9
starting at 6 p.m.
Homecoming barbecue, Oct.
9.
Reading said the number of
homecoming activities has been increased by two or three events overlast year.
And one prize stands out above
the rest.
Homecoming king and queen
winners v,
each receive a trip for
two to Hawaii, and at least $100 in
scholarship money.
Candidates must meet requirements and submit applications to the
homecoming committee before Sept.
25.

Fraternity

Reporter I.orroine Grant contributed to thii story

rom page I
however, keeping the spirit of the
Tower alive and maintaining its traditional initiation ceremony in other
headquarters, Kromey said.
"In deference to fraternity tradition. the plank and chair are still
displayed from their original location during the two week pledge pcriod, Kromey said.
In the past, the organization has
sponsored debates between opposing
candidates for Associated Students’
offices.
They also sponsored "Firebreaks," an event that brought local
and national celebrities to SJSU to
simulate diplomatic tensions of the
superpowers in the event of a nuclear
disaster, Kromey said.
"Tau Delta Phi may be best
known to students as the publisher of
’The Tower List.’ an often controversial compendium of students’
()pinions about their professors,"
Kromey said.

one else in the area because we’re
new and we’re little," Shockley
said. ’’We promote heavily and successfully."
Tattersfield does not have anything currently lined up with local

commercial stations.
The board’s proc.edure for selecting co-sponsors is to "call the
biggest radio station, and go fiom
there." Tatierslield said. "Bigger is
better. ’’

If Your Mustang Was Born Between ’65 & ’70
You Should Know Us
Maintenance

New /Used Parts
Electrical & Mechanical Work
Tues.-Fri.

9 to 6 pm

Appraisals
Sat. 9 to 2:30 prn

1320 Oakland Rd. , San Jose, CA 95112

MUSTANGS

"We promote more than any

Quotes:

286-9770

ONLY

COUPON

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT

ENINSULA

And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*

COMPLETE LINE OF STOCK & CAL-BUG PARTS
VW BUG RABBIT DASHER SCIROCCO
FALL
SPECIAL

TUNE UP
BRAKE JOB
CLUTCH WORK

STARTING AT

$75.00

See Project Upward Bound
WLC #219
277-3120
277-2338

STARTING AT $129.00
STARTING AT $159.00

F ngine Rebuilding and Machine Shop Available

378-7033

861 CAMDEN AVE., #14, CAMPBELL
EXPIPINS 10.2247

for the interest, loans, real estate,
bond, pricing and profit problems
you’ll find throughout your business
courses.
The BA-Solar speeds you through
your assignments because the
preprogrammed functions execute
many business formulas at the push
of a single key.

_J

And not only does the BA-Solar
give you higher finance, it gives you
higher technology. The TI BA-Solar
is the only financi:11 calculator with
solar capabilities. Thanks to TI’s
Anylite SolarTm technology, you can
use the BA-Solar in any lowlight
conditions.
So get your own BA-Solar at your

*Tutor college-bound students
once weekly on campus.

hookstore today. After all, the last
thing you want to do in business is
take any unnecessary risks.
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AIDS queries answered Entertaining Thoughts
on television talk show That’s entertainment?
Itv Brenda I iti Ler
Daily statt
There vi as a time when new 1»x (ids and celebrities purposely
ansv ered game show questions
%%!014! lust to entertain the telek 1+1011
RILIC:111011 Is now reaching
tele\ ’son xioxers ia question and -answer shov( s to increase
health awareness
On Tuesday night 55 multiple-choice
true -or-false
and
questions were asked by celebrities and answered by Dr. Everett
Kim!). surgeon general of the
United States in "The National
AII)S Test ---- What Do You
Know About Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome."’
How much did you know
about AII)S? Did you really know
how the virus was transmitted?
The question now is: v;i11 this televised test be the start of a new
trend?
"It is a very good fonnat as
long as sou address it serious sub’cc!
iDS is ideal for this apia,..11.
said Paul
Lomelixs
.
longer "60 Minutes"
created the quiz
producer
show.
soviologv Professor
IZohert ;liner thought a tv 0 -hour
special on a reit:\ ant
AIDS v.ould he mole informative
than ,,
minute or hit -minute
shim \
the tad that the program in( 01(ed s loser participiot).11.1 coser a
pation w
wide varlets ot questions oil what
the AIDS problem icallv is.
"Personal Is . I think (the
slims is a good idea because we
need more in-depth public affairs
programs so the American public
becomes more informed about
critical issues facing our society."
GI iner said.
The unique feature to "The
National AIDS Test" was the
quest ion-andi allS,Aer format. Metropolitan I ale Insurance. the
show’s sponsor. spent $2 million
on an advertising campaign and
printed ansvier sheets that \sere
published in TV Guide.
A shoxx of this format is beneficial since "people are more apt
to remember the information and
apply it to their lives." (inner
said.

‘(The show)
probably wouldn’t
hurt anybody but
there’s a question
as to what kind of
help it will have.’

AIDS’? In
Ican hear it now.
the Entertainer? What are you,
virtu), to put a socially relevant
issue like AIDS on the cover of an
entertainment tabloid? ’The AIDS
story is on the cover because it illustrates the fact that television is
not just for entertainment. Neither
is the Entertainer. They never
really have been.

akc tele\ Islam. the most
public of the entertainment
mediums. The Gallup
pollsters report 85 percent of
American homes have at least one
television set. The average American watches 20 hours of television
per week (that figure is probably
higher during fixithall season.)
Simple mathematics shows
that more than 200 million people
watch TV on a regular basis. So,
it’s safe to say that not only is TV
the most public medium. it is also
the most powerful.
It makes sense that a twohour. commercial -free block of
prime -time television be devoted
to the most devastating disease
known to man. Some might not
consider this as entertainment and
not worthy of television airtime.
or coverspace on The Entertainer.
Granted. 2(X) million people
have never read The Entertainer.
or even heard of SJSU, but that
does not lessen the relevance of
the AIDS issue.

Entertainment can take any
form. For some. it is a grand slam
in the bottom of the ninth. or a
"Hail Mary!’ late in the fourth
David Asquith,
quarter.
SJSU Sociology Professor
To others. it’s a Shakespeare
play starring Olivier or a Fellini
film without subtitles. To still othAnother concern is the ap- ers. it’s Flrady Bunch reruns.
propriateness of television proEntertainment is personal.
gramming of this nature. Prime time televion is expensive. and Opinions of what entertainment is
since there were no commercial can be as unique as a thumbprint.
interruptions, the show was ex- For this reason, it is the responsipensive. and it’s risky to take a bility of the Entertainer to present
chance on such innovative pro- a broad spectrum of activities. issues and events.
gramming.
In any form, be it novels. poshim,
"(The
probably
wouldn’t hurt any body but there’s etry. music. movies. art or even
including
ntertainment,
a question as to hat kind of help tele% ision shows. entertainment
telex ision programming.
it will haw." said SJSU socio- gi% es its insight int() the human
constant I x changing to tit
condition, and is a valuable part ()I
logy professor Dav id Asquith.
the needs ot societ% "The moic
society .
He said the show might benefit high school students since they
are often less informed on sin.
and thereloie. ma), not clearlv
derstand the AIDS issue.
Asquith expressed doubt as
to what impact the shim had on
adults since they aie usual lv bettei
informed on the topic than high
school students. This is not to sax
that adults cannot learn more on
AIDS or are not willing to test
MAY I HELP
C.705H! THERE ARE SO MANY
their knowledge on the topic.
DIFFERENT VIDEO TAPES TO
RENT, IT’S HARD 70 DECIDE...
"The media. in genetal.
have quite a useful role as far as
AIDS go." Asquith said. He said
the media is resposible for the decrease in new cases of AIDS by
sexual contact. Now the task is to
inform intravenous drug users
AIDS can he transmitted from
contaminated needles.
The program was put together with the cooperation of the
federal government as a forerunner to AIDS Prevention Month in
October, according to the editimi
Sept. 10 edition of the San Francisco Chronicle.
01981 but. 51410,

Entertainer
The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Editor
Deborah J. Kaplan
Photo Editor
Michael Burke
Special Sections Manager
Cheryl Chaffin
Flaghead Design
Danny Lee
Cover Photo
Dan Sweeney
A SJSU student takes the "National AIDS Test - What Do
You Know About Acquired Immune Defficiency
Syndrome" which aired Tuesday.

ird

Nov, miss?

(CROCODILE PUNDEE,
HANNAH AND HER SISTECS,

THE COLOR PuRPLE,
AND HEARTSREAx grpoi,
/;*--

T’LL 1:ENT ONE
OF -THOSE !’

Deborah J. Kaplan
phisticated the society, the more
sophisticated the programming.
Traditionally. the Entertainer
has been a weekend guide for the
students and faculty of SJSU.
Readers could find a review of the
latest box office hit, or a preview’
of an up-coming concert. The Entertainer will still give its readers
this kind of information, but like
television. it is trying to explore
some of the controversies surrounding many forms of entertainment.
Entertainer coverage of the
AIDS quiz show is just one example of this type of innovative entertainment tenoning.
With the first issue. I hope
readers wi l’ welcome this change.
I Call Ile:11- It now. Hey. did you
we the I intertainer. There was this
great article. . .

YEAH --WHAT ARE IHE
MOST POPULAR VIDEO
TAPES THESE PAYS?
NOW ON

VIDEO.
"How ro Poi
YoutE OwN
VIDEO 5140Iv
4.432y 45
VHS/IRTA

SORRY 1 HEY’REJ
ALL 00 T...
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She makes ’em laugh Feathers fly
Hy Holly Olsen
Daily staff writer
Introducing a woman known
as "The Erma Flombeck of the
South Bay." Edie Matthews.
Matthews. who graduated
from SJSU in 1980 with a degree
in radio-TV journalism and minors in both theatre and political
science, is a stand-up comedienne. She is also a mother of four
who is adamantly opposed to
using profanity. She is considered
unique in that she can successfully
perform her material in front of a
"biker-bar minded audience."
despite her strong moral codes.
Moreover. as a woman in
comedy. Matthews is a rarity.
"It’s a crutch to use obscenities all the time. Too much dirty
stuff gets old too." says Matthews.
Matthews’ husband, an engineer at Lockheed, and children
frequent her shows, so it is probably best she keeps profanities out
of her act.
Matthews has worked several
Bay Area clubs beginning her first
performances at San Jose’s Last
Laugh.
She recently participated in
the Seattle Comedy Competition
and performs five to seven nights
a week in comedy clubs all over
the Bay Area.
Last week. Matthews opened
at Center Stage. a new club on
Market Street in San Jose.
She will be appearing on
Sept. 17 at Mountain View Sports
Page.
"In high school I knew I was
good at telling a story and I was
known as the class clown. Later I
started writing monologues. My
friends compared me to Joan Rivers. and that’s where my career
began."says Matthews.
Matthews left a career in
television to be a stand-up comic
three years ago. She worked as a
photographer. producer and freelance writer for channels I I and
36. Her experiences also include
radio broadcasting and writing for
KXRS and KGO. She did talk
shows for cable television and recently. opened for "Saturday’

at local club

Night Live" comic Dana Carvey.
Why the switch’?
"TV owns your soul,"says
Matthews. "It requires tt3o much
time and is overly demanding. I
am too into my family and have
too many ties for TV."
Her theory regarding career
is "If there is something you
really want to do, go out and try
it. Get it out of your system.’’
’It would have been more
practical and worth my time to
have majored in theatre with a
minor in journalism since show
business is where my interests
really were," says Matthews.
As a youngster growing up in
Los Angeles, Matthews says "My
brother would drag me down to

By Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
With California’s successful lottery game, stand-up
comic Dave Fulton wondered
what would happen if his home
state of Idaho had a lottery.
"Can you imagine the
winning prize?" he asked the
audience
at
Sunnyvale’s
Rooster T. Feathers Saturday
night. "It would probably be
worth $ I 00. "
Fulton was the first comedian to take the stage. Dan
Spencer and Tom McTigue followed.
Fulton, the show’s emcee,
reminisced about growing up
in Idaho. There was the night
he tried to impress a date by
drinking three six-packs of
beer.
"I got home early," he
said. "I’m still grounded for
that one."
Fulton said his father’s
profession, mechanical engineer, influenced him as a kid
on the playground.
"While other kids were
trying to get as high as they
could on swings. I was going
all the way around. Fulton
said.
But what got the crowd
going were his jokes about his
experience in a religious gift
shop.

Edie Matthews
. .stand-up comedienne

an weeney

v sta p

otograp er

Comedian Tim McTigue at Rooster T. F’eathers
"Twelve dollars for a
bible?" he screamed into the
microphone. "What are you’?
Possessed?’’
The next comic to appear
was Spencer. a Boston native
who discussed the reason why
the Plymouth Rock is fenced
in.
Spencer said the fence is
supposed to prevent people
from vandalizing the national
monument with graffiti.
"But who are they kidding’?" he said."There is al-

the local recreation departments to azine or newspaper articles. The
Seminar will be held on Oct. 3
do plays with him."
Her brother was four years from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Cenolder and stimulated her interest in ter Stage Comedy Club. The cost
theatre then, but "I followed is $45 if paid before Sept. 25.
through more than he did." she after that date it will be $50.
The clubs’ owner, Norman
says.
Matthews’ father was a truck Meyers, a funny but nice characdriver and mechanic. her mother a ter himself. opens the (lows for
creative writer and her grand- food and cocktails at 6 p.m. The
mother owned a silent theatre in show. starts at 8:30 p.m. and a second set begins at 10:00 p.m.
England.
The club’s neon lights, shiny
Matthews will be teaching a
comedy writing seminar for any- brass wine racks and dome winone interested in learning to write dows give it a modern art nouveau
humorist material for public look. Admission price is $3 on
speaking. presentations. mono- Wednesday. Thursday and Sunlogues. comedians. novels. !nag - day. Friday and Saturday is $fi.

ready graffiti on the rock. I
read one slogan that said ’British suck.’ and another one said
’Pilgrims are number one,"’
he said.
Spencer also had a unique
way of referring to his bald
spot on by calling it "extra
face.
McTigue’s style seemed
to be a little bit Woody Allenish. It took a while for him to
get a gtxxl rapport with his audience. But once he got on a
roll, there was no stopping
him.

Special discounts
for student body
card holders
Call for details
Reservations req.
You MuSt be at Least 21
2 Beverage minimum

Featuring the best in
Local and National
Comics
Stand-up
This week Sot 17 19
Bob Rubin

"We haven’t missed a publication
date in 53 years . . ."
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Also

Ron Brown
and
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SPA
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296-2332

Dinner Reservations

(Save 52 00 on Dinner with , LIP_

After Dinner Show
9 PM
Late Show
11PM
DOTS

aiwavs open at 7 PM

Tickets

4400 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
iBerween Kiel,/ Blvd & Lawrence Eimmi
Downstairs from Calico Kates
!Next to Meridian Quad Theaters
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Mission to
the Ninja n

(Right) Along with love.
honor and loyalty, a sense
of humor is something
Shot Tanemura teaches
his students.
(Below) People of all ages
participated in the
workshop last weekend.

Ninpo Grandmaster
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer

The recent craze to leam more about the
world of the Ninja has prompted one native
Japanese to come to the United States to dispel
the myths surrounding the martial arts.
Grandmaster Shoto Tanemura was disappointed with the mask -wearing, sword -carrying
image the U.S. has pinned on the Ninja.
He came to this country for the first time
in 1976 and was at SJSU last weekend as part
of a nation-wide tour to teach Americans the
traditional philosophy and technique behind the
art.

The first black -robed Ninj:i
far back in Japanese history. The
pose was to protect and defend th
Tanemura said.
The Ninja were sometimes
riorlike. but only in defense of th
said.
The Ninja practice the mr
jutsu.
The Ninja are now portray,
killing machines. though this vit
decreasing amount of people.
Grandmaster’s teachings.
"This makes me happy." T

’rhursday, September

I 7, I 987
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end
lyth

hares his wisdom at SJSU
,an be traced
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tial art. Nind
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v is held by a
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Tanemura teaches Ninpo. another martial
art which is distinguished from Ninjutsu by its
empha.sis on mental conditioning as well as
physical conditioning.
More than 5(X) Parisians practice the art of
Ninpo. The dojo (training facility) there is recognized by the French government as a true
Ninpo group. said Scott Stamps. senior member of the Los Angeles branch.
In India. more than 20,(XX) people practice
the martial arts.
Tanemura enjoys teaching in California
since there are large Ninpo groups in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Also on hand for the training and seminars
last weekend were several members of the Los
Angeles -based Genbukan Ninpo Hugel Dojo.
Chadwick Minge is one member of the
group who has been practicing the martial arts
on and off for 20 years.
He has been with the Los Angeles group
for three years. He now holds the title of Shodan (first -degree black belt).
"The group started with just a few students." Minge said who was arming the first
few but is now considered a senior student.
"Now we are able to help new students.
he said."

(Top) Grand Master Shot Tanemura explains the
importance respecting one’s weapons. Stuart
Sakai, 17, a national karate champion, demonstrates routines for the Grandmaster and fellow
students. (Right) Curious neighborhood children
watch in amazement as Shoto Tanemura shows
Ninja techniques at the seminar Sunday.

Photos by Arnelite Manes
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Harmonic-a convergence?

1

Dan Sweeney

"Playing the blues is like hav ing a degree in Sociology." said itig Bones, above. vi ith Relavin’ Jackson
and Jack-the-bass-plaver. The three became an unoin-

cial trio at the San Francisco Blues Festival held at Fort
Mason. They hoped for a chance to jump on stage.
Rehm, \lark Ka/anon, of the Angela Strehli Hand.

Daly staff

photographer

played his harmonica to the estimated 12,000 people in
attendance last weekend.This year marked the fifteenth
year this prestigious festival has been held.

Large crowd approves the blues
at annual San Francisco fes- tival
By Julie Rogers
Day staff writer
Gloomy weather set the perfect mtiod Sunday for San Francisco’s Annual Blues Festival at
the Great Meadow of Fon Mason.
Completing its fifteenth year.
the San Francisco Blues Festival
is the longest ongoing blues festival in the United States.
An estiniated crowd of 12.000 people gathered to celebrate
"Blues" - the music that dwells
on a feeling ot low spirits.
Big Bones
Overlooking the Golden Gate
San Fransicco resident
Bridge and the San Francisco
Bay. the festival united black and
white, young and okl. and created
Equally as astonishing as
a Blues Harmonictai Conver- Strehli, is the hamionica and saxgence.
ophone player, Mark Ka/anon. a
The festival offered a line-up must -see for harmonica and saxoof Blues musicians with varying phone appreciators.
talents froni classical big band
Charles Brown, known as
blues to the tough city blues of the living legend... sang his la
Chicago. including the harsh mous meltxly, "What did I do to
Texas Blues of Austin.
make you mad this time
Soul -blues singer Ernie Johnbaby?’
son. backed by the Bobby Murray
San Francisco resident J.C.
event
with.
"I
Band, opened the
Burris demonstrated his complete
want somebody to rock me
range of harmonic mastery inludlike I ain’t got no backbone."
ing replicating train sounds.
Angela Strati, known as the
Burris. originally from Kings
"first lady of Texas." took the Mountain. North Carolina, said
stage and delivered a superb per- that he’s been singing the blues
formance. Texas monthly once since he was bom.
called her "the most important fe"I taught myself when I was
,,,Ipale yosalist to smine out of, young on our family. farm." Bur,... ,
Texas, 4iiieehitis’JotilirC.
’
,

’It can be that you
get up in the
morning an you
can’t find your
shoe. Anything can
be the blues.’

Burris said he’s noticed a resurgence of blues music popularity with the younger generation.
"The young. they like blues
right now. Burris said.
"They used to like rock. But
now they. like blues.’ he said.
I.ittle Charlie and the Nightcats. a hay area favorite. drew
large cheers from the audience
when they sang, "Darlin’ you got
alot of good qualities -- - you got
eyes like a cat. ’
Grateful to be in San Francisco. lead guitarist Charley Baty
said,"The Midwest is beautiful.
but there ain’t no place like
home
fog and all."
Albert Collins. known as
the"Master of Telet.iiAer,’’performed intense guitar solos. His
nno.ic. known as the Collins
sound. has won numerous W.C.
Handy awards. including selection to the Blues Festival Hall
of Faille.
Big Bones, a San Francisco
resident. said he especially likes
the blues because it transcends the
barriers between whites and
blacks.
"The blues is a niessage.’
Bones said. "It
be that you
get up in the morning and you
can’t find your shoe. Anythiq
can be the blue."
t.
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Kettles show
diverse styles
Band is a musical melting pot

Bass player Des Mah and singer Margot X% istar
of The Kettles rock during a recent set at the

He’s Bad
LOS ANGELES So
much has been written about
Michael Jackson’s "Bad"
that you might figure you
know the album without
even listening to it. You’re
probably right. "Flad is an
excellent dance album that
holds no surprises.
It will make loads of
money. but it won’t be another "Thriller:. the critical success that was the
best-selling 1.1) of all time.
For one thing, the
dance rhythms on "Bad"
are too familiar to have the
same impact as "Thriller.’
another,
For
’Thriller" was released just
as music videos became a
force in boosting album
sales. And Jackson. the consummate showman. was a
natural for the vide() medium.
But videos don’t have
that impact anymore.
St) "Bad" will stand or
fall primarily on its music.
And the music is good: polished. professional dance
music: a few ballads; a show
tune thrown in for good
measure.

E3rad Shirakawa Daily stall photographer
Spartan l’uh. The local band has been influenced
hy a vv ide range of musical styles.

By Richard Motroni
Deity staff writer
Most music groups play one
kind of music that can get a little
predictable and boring, but not the
Kettles. They are of a different
breed.
The foursome consists of
lead singer Margot Wistar, guitarist Fred Mal% bassist Dez Mah
and drummer Rick Quisol. They
are not a typical pub band.
"We like to play different
kinds of music, especially obscure
numbers that some people might
not have heard, but will open their
eyes as well as their ears," Wistar
said.
The Kettles’ concert at Spartan Pub last week was indeed a
unique mixture of sound. Although the two 45 -minute sessions
got rough and shaky. most of it
was well performed and the last
part of the show suddenly. exploded.
Because each band member
a different musical background. it is not surprising to hear
them spanning country & western.
good ()I’ rockabilly, blues. and
’40s big band.
"My first love has always
been the big -band sound of Peggy
Lee and Judy Garland:* Wistar
said "Hut I’ve also been in-

tluenced by country, & western
people like Patsy Cline. Jerry Lee
Lewis and my idol. Wanda Jackson."
Brothers Fred and Dez Mab
grew up in a family that played almost totally country music.
"It’s kind of strange being of
Filipino decent listening to country music all the time." said guitarist Fred Mab.
Singer Wistar’s style. like
Mab’s guitar playing. has variations. She is soft and tender on the
Wanda Jackson or Patsy Cline
numbers, then fierce and energetic. especially during the
Elvis Presley classic, "Heartbreak
Hotel.’
What is really important to
the Kettles’ show
and their future - is their original material.

a

"Although most of our original songs are group efforts, each
of us has different ways we approach song writing. Wistar
said.
Wistar is cautious about the
Kettles’ !lame.
-We vk ill play a few gigs in
I..A. and favorite places like the
Spanan Pub. We love to play
here. ’cause both Rick and I live
here. plus SJS1.1 students are some
of our best audiences.

Bernstein, Vienna Philharmonic
makes rare Bay Area appearance
Ily Nelson (7ardadeiro
Daily staff writer
Bay Area music lovers will
have a rare opportunity to witness
a high -caliber musical collaboration when Leonard Bernstein conducts the Vienna Philharmonic
with soloist Christa Ludwig Friday evening.
Bernstein and the Vienna
Philharmonic with Ludwig, a renowed mezzo-soprano. will conclude the Concord Summer Classics season at the Concord
Pavilion at 8 p.m.
Brad Schulenberg, Concord
Pavilion publicity director. said
the concert is a musical event that
should not be missed.
"It’s a rare opportunity to
see the two (Bernstein and the
Vienna Philharmonic) together...
Schulenberg said. "It has been a
long time since they have been in
this area. In fact. they have never
played at the Pavilion."
The program will include one
of Mozart’s most popular symphonies, Symphony No. 29 in A
major, K. 201; Bernstein’s own
Symphony No. I. "Jeremiah,"
featuring Ludwig as soloist and

Symphony No. 5 in F. flat major,
Opus 82. by Sibelius.
Bernstein. who first conducted the orchestra in 1968. is
distinguished as the only living
conductor to be named an honorary member of the Vienna Philharmonic. They currently. have no
resident conductor.
Bernstein has recorded several albums with the orchestra as
well as the "Bernstein Beethoven" television series.
Bernstein. 69, is the only
American musician ever to
achieve world-wide recognition as
conductor. composer, pianist. author and teacher.
The Vienna Philharmonic
has earned a reputation as one of
the world’s greatest symphony orchestras. Since its inception in
1842. the Vienna Philharmonic
has been known for its distinctive
sound unmatched by any other orchestra.
Ticket prices for the once -in a -lifetime event are $22.50 for reserved seats and $15.50 for general admission lawn seating, and
all
at
available
De
will
FIASSificketmaster ticket cen- Ronard Bernstein will conduct the Vienna Philharmonic F riday
evening at the Concord Pavilion.
ters.
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Troubled English teen
faces woes of a pauper
By Russ Baggerly
Daily start writer
In John I IA Mg.% b(X)k
"The World According to
Gam." Garp’s publisher gave
the draft of his latest book to
Jillsy. the cleaning woman. to
read
Jillsy, when asked why
she had read the book. a terribly violent and depraved
story, replied."Same reason I
read anythin tor. to find out
what happens ’’
Jillsy v.ould not have finslied reading
’The Secret
1),,ily of Adrian Mole. Aged
; -1.’ hy SW: I 0 \\ II,elld.
C \;tslett her
.1 %%Mild she
time buying its companion
book. "The Grim ing Pains of
Adrian Mole...
Most people. like Jillsy
read stories to find out what
happens. les hard to read these
novels because frankly v,h0
wants to stay. interested in the
life and times of a pubescent
English twit’?
Adrian. the central charlaments.
acter .1 surprise),
whines. and misses the point
about almost every stereotypical event in the limited life of
an underpriviledged British
teen-ager.
It’s disheartening to pick
the books up. look them over
and think they were acclaimed
successes. The book’s covers
are more critic’s comments
about the book than they are
about the book.
Getting through these
books is a chore.
This "gimlet-eyed clarity" -- as the New York

Times so eloquently puts it with which Adrian sees the
world seems to break down
when it comes to his parents.
Both Mummy and Father have
affairs during the span of the
stories. and Adrian never has a
clue.
Here’s the big shocker:
critics seem to love these
works.
"The New York
Times"
called
Adrian,
" . .part Woody Allen. part a
kindred spirit to the heroes of
Phillip Roths early novellas
Well.
Woody
Allen
makes readers laugh. A lot of
readers like his work. his view
of the vs orld and his style.
When Allen pokes fun at
things. he uses authentic sounding
self
expression.
Viewing his films makes a person tend to think there is an element which rings true in
them.
Townsend lacks this credibility in her work. Partly for
the obvious reason that it is
doubtful that a woman can
really know the inner workings
of the mind of an adolescent
boy. Also, her clean prose and
educated style is at odds with
the implied lack of education
of the central character.
If literary world is in
for,The Adulthood. . . ,’The
Middle -age’. . .,’The
Dotage’. . .. and ultimately, ’The
Octogenarian Adventures of
Adrian Mole,’ readers should
pass. An individual’s life is
sporadic enough without trying
to decipher these kind of pop
novels in the process.

Miller’s killer stalks city
By Karen NI.Derenzi
Deity stall writer
Move
over,
Stephen
King, there’s a new kid on the
block. His name is Rex Miller
and his first horror novel.
SLOB." (Signet. $3.95) due
to be released in November.
marks the beginning of what
could be a brilliant career.
The somewhat bizarre
title is taken from the habits of
a psychopathic. overweight
killer named Daniel Edward
Flowers Bunkowski. He stalks
the streets and suburbs of modern-day Chicago, having already terrorized hundreds upon
hundreds of people in Viet
Nam.
It becomes the responsibility of one cop. Jack Eichord,
to stop the maniac before he
kills even more innocent people.
Miller traces the path of
he slays again and
the killer
again in a methodical sequence
that leaves no room tor mistakes. Yet, as the story progresses, is is clear Bunkowski
is falling apart and is becoming

more concerned with pteasure
of the kill than being careful
not to leave clues.
Thc author presents an interesting twist to the story by
romantically linking Eichord
and the widow of one of the
killer’s victims. Edie Lynch.
Throughout much of the story,
the pair is emotionally separated by the very reason they
are together.
Miller brings in all kinds
of diverse personalities. He introduces the reader to street
people. gangs and cops. The
police force becomes a zany,
occasionally corrupt world otficers live and work in.
Yet it is Bunkowski that
Miller knows best. The reader
can feel. hear and smell smell
the
yes.
slayer
through des, notion and his use
of the liglish language The
:maim gets deep into Bunkowski ’s inind and probes his
every thought and dream.
it
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S.F. dancers show creativity
Trunk Company’s choreographer combines street dancing,
radical moves, pulsating music creating new style of dance
By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff enter
The San Francisco Trunk
Dance Company’s style is somewhere between classical ballet and
street dancing, though nobody is
really sure where. Not even the
dancers.
Trunk Co.’s choice of music
is unfamiliar, ranging from loud
jazz to long, soft sounds resembling a mysterious record back
mask ing.
After five minutes at Foot works Dance Studio one prefers
the noise two stories below.
Trunk Co. named after
director and choreographer Mary
Trunk is a weird experience.
especially guessing what pieces
like "My mother calls me,’’ "Le
tombeau de Mozart." and "Falling dog trios" are all about.
Trunk, a 1984 Theatre Arts
maim from the l’itoeiiah, id Cali -

tomia at Santa Cruz, would rather
call her company’s works "dance
theatre" opposed to a post-modern ’60s style as many refer to that
style.
But what exactly is it?
Five professional dancers
took up San Francisco’s Footworks dance studio floor Saturday
evening each "spazzing" out to
individual routines.
The dancers rapidly shifted
their flexible bodies in all directions, threw their arms uncontrollably so
it
seemed and
often slammed to the ground.
making one wonder just how
much of the 10 minute piece wasreal ly choreographed.
The content of the Trunk Co.
show is so abstract it is difficult to
figure out exactly what is going
on. What’s more. Trunk varies
her dancing. because she likes to
"nianipulate it like crazy."
Dancing right after Trunk’s

hour-long show was Therese
Adams. a UC Santa Cruz student
and friend of Trunk’s. She, along
with her dancers, performed a
piece called the "Moving and
Storage Performance Company."
The difference in shows is
immediate. Adams plays recognizable music like John Philip Sousa’s "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
and relies on props to enhance the
dance theater show.
The opening "Squad" is an
amusing act of uniformed performers ranging from an aviator to
an American Indian, appearing to
take a cruise vacation.
Words are spoken in "Moving and Storage," and props make
the performances portray events in
an obvious manner by a group of
up to nine dancers acting routines.
The funniest was "Hey
Jack." It portrays five male performers dressed casually in blazers and tennis shoes. interacting
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